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gestion that viruses, from the type which appears to be of molecular propor-
tions to those which are essentially micro-organisms-in the bacterial sense-
have one (at least) distinguishing characteristic in common,-parasitism.
From this he deduces: "We would suppose that the larger viruses were
organisms which had lost the power to synthesise some factor or factors
essential for their growth and multiplication, perhaps a ferment and co-fer-
ments. As we pass down the scale and the viruses diminish in size, we
would postulate the loss of more and more factors essential for growth. The
intermediate sized viruses would have lost several essential ferment systems,
and... the smallest viruses would have lost all ferments and all auto-synthetic
potentialities . . . Divorced from the particular cells which they can infect,
the structures we postulate would be inert and in a state of suspended
animation; within the correct cell, however, they would have at hand all
substances required for growth, and they would attract to themselves the
requisite ferment systems from the host cells or utilise those in their immediate
neighbourhood."
A thesis "that viruses are decadent forms of organisms degraded through
long persistent parasitism," and that only, offers opportunity for thought,
and may well provoke discussion. GEO. H. SMITH.
HANDBOOK OF HISTOLOGICAL AND CYTOLOGICAL TECHNIQUE.
By R. R. Bensley and S. H. Bensley. University of Chicago Press,
Chicago, 1938. viii + 167 pp. $2.
An able cytologist and his daughter have assembled a series of short
descriptions of well-selected histological methods and technics. Many of
these methods have been devised, developed, or adopted by Dr. Bensley
during his long years of studies on the cell. Although some parts contain
advice purely to beginners, the book has a useful place in any laboratory of
histology. The procedures for studying living cells are well selected and
should be included in any good course in Microscopic Anatomy. The book
contains an index and one page of good references to literature on the subject.
L. S. STONE.
EMBRYONIC DEVELOPMENT AND INDUCTION. By Hans Spe-
mann. Yale University Press, 1938. 401 PP. $5.00.
In these, the Silliman Lectures, Dr. Hans Spemann, one of the outstand-
ing embryologists of the world, presents the results of years of experimenta-
tion carried out by himself and his students. These experiments were devised
to answer numerous questions regarding the factors which determine and
control development. Using the methods of experimental embryology, alter-
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in order to determine causative factors and interrelationships or, in other
words, to unravel the physiology of development. Dr. Spemann has included
in these lectures a wealth of significant data most of which demonstrates that
one part of a growing embryo may induce development in another part and,
more specifically, that the rapidly growing center of gastrulation organizes
the development of the whole embryo. Furthermore, the lectures reveal
that this organizing capacity is present in dead as well as in living tissue and is,
in all probability, a highly complex chemical substance. The experiments
suggest the probability that the chemical organizator acts like a trigger in
releasing inherent capacities for development in the tissue to which it is applied.
This book is of very great interest to the technical embryologist, for it
presents in summarized form the details of a carefully thought out and
ingenious attack upon that most fundamental of all biological problems, the
organization of a living being.
Once again the Silliman Lectures have hit a high spot with an account
of one of the major achievements of modern biology. One only regrets
that the somewhat involved English results in occasionally obscure passages.
H. S. BURR.